
Northern Beaches 4-Digit Player Ratings (NBPR) 
 

NBPR – Northern Beaches Pickleball Rating 

We are trialling a 4-digit performance-based rating system for the competitive players in our 
Club. This will be used for the Best of 5 Round Robin and where possible, for other internal 
competitions. 

Objective ratings, rather than subjective- or self-ratings remove any human judgement from 
the equation and produce fewer disputes regarding skill levels as the results speak for 
themselves. 

The in-house NBPR system is based on the American UTPR system. Players’ ratings change 
after each competition game based on the outcome and the rating of both players. You can 
play around with the system by way of a program on our website and provide feedback if 
you wish. 

What are UTPR 4-Digit Player Ratings? 
How is the UTPR Rating Calculated? 
Current K-factors Used in Formula 
Online Calculation of NBPR   
 
What are UTPR 4-Digit Player Ratings? 

U.S. introduced 4-digit player ratings (UTPR – USAPA Tournament Player Rating) in 2019 for 
sanctioned tournament players. The 2-digit system is used for club play purposes. 

Pickleball Ratings Conversion Table 

4-Digit Rating 2-Digit Rating 

1.000 – 1.499 1.0 

1.500 – 1.999 1.5 

2.000 – 2.499 2.0 

2.500 – 2.999 2.5 

3.000 – 3.499 3.0 

3.500 – 3.999 3.5 

4.000 – 4.499 4.0 

4.500 – 4.999 4.5 



5.000 – 5.499 5.0 

5.500 – 5.999 5.5 

6.000 – 6.499 6.0 

6.500 – 6.999 6.5 

 

4-digit ratings go from 1.000 to 6.999 in 0.001 increments. The new ratings are based on 
an Elo rating system (the same system used for chess) which means that your rating will 
increase for wins and decrease for losses. The extent of the increase or decrease to a rating 
depends on the following: 

• Your rating 
• Your partner’s rating 
• Your opponents’ rating 
• Whether you win or lose a match (to note, the score of the match does not matter – 

the same change to your rating will result whether you win 11-0, 11-0 or 11-9, 9-11, 
12-10). NBPR modification: The score does matter (see detailed formula). 

NOTE: In no event will any one match affect your NBPR by more than 0.1.    

How is the UTPR Rating calculated? (See NBPR modifications in red) 

Detailed UTPR formula: 

1. Average your UTPR with your partner’s UTPR to determine you and your partner’s 
rating prior to the match.   

             Your Team Average = (Your UTPR + Your Partner’s UTPR) / 2 

• NBPR modification (based on Canadian CTPR): Team rating is not calculated as 50 / 
50, because generally the weaker player will get 65 – 85% of the balls. Team ratings 
are calculated as 65% weaker player and 35% stronger player. This allows higher 
skilled players to play with lower skilled players and not have such a negative 
impact on their rating when losses occur; while the lower rated player will 
enjoy a greater movement upward when they win. 

• Team_Rating = ((Higher_Rating – Lower_Rating) * .35) + Lower_Rating 

• Example: 

• Jim is a 4.07003723 

• Larry is a 4.61648851 

• Their team rating would be: 4.26129517 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elo_rating_system


2. Average your opponents’ UTPRs to determine your opponents’ rating prior to the 
match. 

  

              Opponents’ Team Average = (Opponent 1 UTPR + Opponent 2 UTPR) / 2 

• NBPR modification (based on Canadian CTPR): Team rating is not calculated as 50 / 
50, because generally the weaker player will get 65 – 85% of the balls. Team ratings 
are calculated as 65% weaker player and 35% stronger player. This allows higher 
skilled players to play with lower skilled players and not have such a negative 
impact on their rating when losses occur; while the lower rated player will 
enjoy a greater movement upward when they win. 

• Team_Rating = (((Higher_Rating – Lower_Rating) * .35) + Lower_Rating) 

 

3. Determine the probability that the winning team would win using the following 
formula: 

             1 / (1 + 20 ^ (3(Losing Team’s Average Rating - Winning Team’s Average Rating))) 

4. Determine the amount of change in each team’s UTPR using the following formula: 

             (1 - Probability from Step 3) * 0.1 

(0.1 is the “K factor” used in ELO ratings. It can be adjusted. See * below)  

NBPR Modification: A game rating is adjusted differently based on the points or games won 
by both teams. 

Eg. A 15-2 win will calculate a different rating outcome than a 15-13 result.  

5. Weight the amount of change based on the type of pickleball tournament - in other 
words, only incorporate the change and move to Step 6 if the pickleball tournament 
was a USA Pickleball sanctioned tournament: NBPR Modification: This step is N/A 
and apparently has been done away with in the UTPR formula. 

              Amount of Change from Step 4 * Applicable Weight (0%/100%) 

6. Determine each player’s new UTPR (in our case, NBPR) 

For the winning team, add the Weighted Amount of Change from Step 5 to each winning 
pickleball player’s UTPR. 

For the losing team, subtract the Weighted Amount of Change from Step 5 from each losing 
pickleball player’s UTPR. 

(See next page for current K-factors)  



Current K-Factors Used in Formula 

 

 

Best of 3 games 2-0 2-1 
K-factor 0.10 0.05 

(If result is 1-1 in games, the winning team is determined on points) 

 

2 games 2-0 1-1 
K-factor 0.10 0.05 

 

1 game to 11 
(win by 2) 

2-6 points 
difference 

7-11 points 
difference 

K-factor 0.05 0.10 
 

1 game to 15 
(win by 2) 

2-8 points 
difference 

9-15 points 
difference 

K-factor 0.05 0.10 
 

Feedback is welcome: mailto:mail@northernbeachespickleball.org.au. 

  

Best of 5 games 3-0 3-1 3-2 
K-factor 0.15 0.10 0.05 

mailto:mail@northernbeachespickleball.org.auailto:


Online Calculation of NBPR 

Go to https://northernbeachespickleball.org.au/NBPA-player-rating.html. 

Click on “Initialise Ratings”. This will initialise the player ratings to the current ones. 

Choose the game format. 

Enter the player names, scores and click on “Calculate”. 

NOTE: Player names are first names only. If the error message “Player rating(s) missing” is 
displayed, try entering their unabbreviated name again eg. “Steven” instead of “Steve”.  

https://northernbeachespickleball.org.au/NBPA-player-rating.html
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